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This has been the go-to quick reference booklet for thousands of Bridge players since it was

originally published. Slim and portable, it offers concise summaries of a wide variety of bids and

coordinates with Grant&#39;s Bridge Basics books. A color-coded Bidding Ladder indicates the

meaning of bids, and tabs grant quick access to any of the topics. This revision adds four pages,

providing expanded information and a handy new scoring chart.
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I have been sumarizing bidding options for a quick review before a game in my computer. There is

no longer a need this is a great reference. It also fits exactly in your convention card holder so that

between rounds you can easily check up on something that you have a question about. Wonderful

for the beginner or intermediate player. Advanced player would have to much ego to pull it out in

public but get it for private review in the potty stall or at home because it is a great review. great to

have for at home rubber games with family or friends that are learning. Good gift for that partner that

can't get on the same page with you. HaHa. Play more bridge and bid it up!!!

If you memorized everything in this concise pocket guide, you'd be a grand master at Bridge. It's

well organized and easily understandable. Unfortunately, it is so cheaply made that it most likely will

not last you very long with regular use. I'm throwing my copy away as it is now completely useless.

All pages are torn down the middle, they are separated from the staples, and several pages are

completely stuck together from a little bit of humidity. My advice - buy it, make color copies and refer

to them rather than the guide itself, put the original on a shelf.



This is a very concise yet thorough review of bidding presented in a pocket guide. It is a must have

for the novice to intermediate player who is still unsure of the bidding process. It also provides a

quick summary for declarer play as well as defense play in a trump or no trump hand. I love it!!!!

Highly recommended!

I have used this guide until it is so worn that I bought a replacement. It very closely follows the

Audry Grant texts and is a good summary. A plastic coated version would be helpful. There is room

to improve the organization of some information, but overall, it has been very helpful to this novice.

This is a great little book to have on hand when you are learning or relearning to play bridge. Clear

and concise. Excellent learning tool.

I find this product helpful with learning how to bid while playing bridge. The product is well organized

and the scale method is easy to follow.

Exactly what I expected. Takes a little while to learn how to read it.

As others have reported, the quality of the paper and binding does not appear to be particularly

durable. However, the organization of the various conventions into graphics is quite good, comes

quickly to hand and is extremely helpful when playing a practice hand. If you're learning the game,

this is a great purchase. Just be careful when turning the pages.
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